
Safely move your ECC system into the digital future

 Factory+ for
SAP S/4HANA



You’ve spent years investing in SAP ERP – customizing processes and working hard to build a system that reflects your 
business. The resulting ECC system likely supports your business needs today – but will it drive business growth tomorrow?

Existing ECC systems rely on legacy technology, and your code customizations were designed for this old SAP infrastructure. 
This means that new ECC investments won’t drive long-term ROI - and costs for maintaining legacy technology will only rise.

The good news is that conversion to SAP S/4HANA brings the agility, scalability, access to SAP innovations, and the 
competitive advantage that comes with implementing a new intelligent ERP - but at a significantly lower cost and risk than 
implementing a new system.

Whether your existing ECC system is heavily customized, or you just want to keep your core system design as-is, a conversion 
using HCLTech’s Factory+ is the lowest-risk way to move to digital ERP - without the need for significant capital investment or 
disruptive business change.

HCLTech’s Factory + allows you to:

Protect 
your ECC 
investments

Retain the code you 
need, retire what 
you don’t, drive 
down TCO

Retain existing
data and 
assets

Optimize your
processes

Take advantage of
our deep SAP 
expertise across 
industries

Deliver 
business
benefits

Faster book 
closure, eliminate
reconciliations, 
one source of 
truth, better insight 
into operations, 
reduced data
footprint, improved
UX, real time supply 
chain planning

Leverage new
technologies

Innovate and drive 
incremental value 
with technology
such as Business
Technology
Platform, SAP iRPA 
and Fiori

The benefits of digital ERP + minimal 
business change



Low-risk industrialized migration + custom 
code optimization = lower TCO

HCLTech’s Factory+ tools reduce custom 
code adaptation effort by 25 to 55%

HCLTech’s Factory+ multi-disciplinary team reduces conversion timelines using our automated industrialized delivery model 
and proprietary tools. This is supported by highly-qualified conversion specialists – combining the reliability of automation 
with the flexibility and skills HCLTech has built a reputation on.

The key building blocks of HCLTech’s Factory + are:

Factory+ is supported by an HCLTech developed toolset that has been optimized for intelligent automation - delivering 
faster migrations, even for systems with a high level of bespoke development. Our proprietary custom code disposition and 
benchmarking tool advises which code to retire, retain, simplify, or convert into cloud extensions.

Simplification
experts

Automated
regression testing

Automated code
remediation

Automated
data transformation



Factory + has been designed to deliver significant benefits for customers using on-premise 
ECC in all industries. For example:

Chemicals 
Migration led to a 

33% increase in MRP 
performance and a 55% 

faster release of the 
monthly forecast due 
to improved financial 

closing

IT Services 
Performing  

real-time analytics  
on transaction data led 
to a 25-40% reduction 

in processing time and a 
50% reduction in global 
payroll processing time

Media 
Enabled a leaner, more 
agile organization with 

optimized processes and 
real-time analytics

Oil & Gas
Migration to S/4HANA 

enabled real-time decision 
making, streamlined and 

optimized processes, 
improved productivity 
through Fiori apps, and 

enabled tight integration 
with satellite apps via the 
SAP Business Technology 

Platform

Benefits realized: Factory + success stoies

What does the plus in Factory+mean?

Factory +
Industrialized
Full-Service 
Conversion

Factory +
Futureproofed
SAP landscape

Factory +
Preparation for your

SAP S/4HANA
journey

Factory +
Future roadmap



About HCLTech’s SAP Practice
To get the best return on your digital investments, you need a partner that doesn’t just do SAP right, but does it better. Our 
SAP practice works seamlessly with HCLTech’s digital consulting, engineering services, IoT WoRKS™, and cloud infrastructure 
practices to design, implement, and support tomorrow’s integrated,  intelligent solutions today. As an SAP Global Strategic 
Services Partner, our 10,000+ consultant base leverages insights, advanced accelerators, and industry-acclaimed frameworks 
to deliver award-winning services from local offices across Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas.

SAP, Done Better.
https://www.hcltech.com/sap

Ready to explore your options? Let’s talk

Conversion packages mapped to your 
business needs

Want to know more about HCLTech’s SAP S/4HANA Factory+ or want guidance on the best option for your SAP S/4HANA 
journey?

Please contact us at sap@hcl.com.

To keep things simple and affordable, we offer fixed-scope packages with T-shirt sized pricing. Packages can also be 
supplemented with additional services, including business partner conversion, prerequisite upgrades, additional Fiori 
activation, archiving/rightsizing, cloud infrastructure provisioning, or integration with other applications.

BE-104216856912-EN00GL



hcltech.com

HCLTech is a global technology company, home to 211,000+ people across 
52 countries, delivering industry-leading capabilities centered around Digital, 
Engineering and Cloud powered by a broad portfolio of technology services and 
software. The company generated consolidated revenues of $11.79 billion over 
the 12 months ended June 30, 2022. To learn how we can supercharge progress 
for you, visit hcltech.com.


